
Scout Gaming launches DFS product with
Betsson
Scout Gaming has launched their award-winning fantasy sports product with Betsson. Players in
Brazil are now given the chance to experience Daily Fantasy onshore on www.betsson.com.br. 

Scout Gaming operates one of the biggest networks of pooled daily fantasy sports, allowing players to
compete for the largest prize pools.

Players will be offered two types of daily fantasy sports game, free-to-play and fixed buy-in which has
bigger prizes available.

Joakim Renman, Chief Commercial Officer, at Scout Gaming Group, said: “In order to provide the
largest network of pooled DFS operators we must ensure that we partner with the biggest names in the
business and we undoubtedly count Betsson Group among these must-have operators.

“We are thrilled to see our games go live with its flagship brand and for its players in Brazil to be able to
enjoy the fun and entertaining experience our games provide while also giving them the chance to win
some truly incredible prizes.”

Ciara Nic Liam, Commercial Director, Gaming Betsson Group, said: “We go to great lengths to offer
players at our brands the best possible experience and a major part of this is the content and games we
stock in our lobbies. Fantasy sports and daily fantasy sports are tremendously popular and something our
players are seeking.

“Of course, we wanted to be able to offer them the best Fantasy experience in the world and that is why
partnering with the Scout Gaming Group was an absolute must. Its fantasy platform is undoubtedly the
best and will prove to be hugely popular with our players in Brazil.”

For further information, please contact:
Joakim Renman, CCO
Tel: +46 709 93 13 73
Email: joakim.renman@scoutgaminggroup.com

About Betsson
With 20+ brands, including Betsafe.com, Betsson.com, NordicBet.com and CasinoEuro, offering
Sportsbook, Casino and other games, Betsson Group is one of the world’s largest gaming groups, at the
heart of entertainment for over five decades. The company’s vision is to provide the best customer
experience in the industry – listening to, and learning from, its customers, and then exceeding their
expectations. Betsson Group is wholly owned by Betsson AB – listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap.

About Scout Gaming Group
Scout Gaming Group is a multiple award-winning licensed and regulated premium provider of B2B
Fantasy Sports & Betting. The company offers a flexible and customizable network-based Fantasy



Sports solution (SGN) coupled with sport game innovations such as Player Matchups, Player Odds &
Pick’em Jackpot. The Scout Gaming Platform (SGP) has support for all major sports and leagues &
delivers a unique real-time entertainment experience. The Group has 100+ employees and is
headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with development and operations in Bergen, Norway, and Lviv,
Ukraine and Malta. Scout Gaming is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market.


